Ephesians 3. 14-21 			 
For some weeks in Crown, we have been reading through the letter to the Ephesians. This letter in the NT, it’s a text written from prison – written by someone, in other words, with every reason to be down, to feel forgotten and lost and hard done by, and yet for all that a letter which is astonishing in its beauty and its vision and its deep sense of meaningfulness being what this life is about. Not everything is meaningful, but what God purposes, what God has done, is doing and will do – yes, that has deep meaning, not to mention a deep peace about it.
I’m going to be very brief on a most remarkable passage here in the Bible. I’ve used this passage at weddings. I find myself praying it regularly at funerals. It gives us a text which might be the theme motif of healing services – let God do immeasurably more than we can ask or conceive …! There’s lots I could say. Let me just say a little. Here we are at what is really the turning-point in the letter with a prayer, a fervent prayer, on his knees, he says (much more usually people always used to pray standing). And the prayer is that those who hear, those who read this letter might be strengthened, empowered: in v.16 I ask God to give you power, in v.18, “may you have the power”. Not everyone was or is as strong as this writer Paul in prison, but he has a deep understanding, an extraordinary vision of where strength is to be found. 
The first aspect of strength comes like this. It is “strength in the Spirit” and, no sooner than that is offered as a thought, it is unpacked to mean, Christ making his home in our hearts. He prays for something to happen in our inner being. What is your inner being? It is your will, your conscience, your mind: what makes me do what I do. What makes me do what I do, feel what I feel, think those thoughts I have? We’re all of us a bit struggling with this sometimes – not feeling strong, not thinking strong thoughts, struggling sometimes even to will ourselves to get up and get going and meet the day. This man, from the darkness of prison, prayed for the likes of us to find strength with Christ’s help – and this is, quite simply as he puts it, to discover what it means to be rooted and founded in love. Love, and you will be strong. Do you know why love is so important? Well, one way of looking at it is that the alternative, very frequently, is to be consumed by negativity – sometimes negativity loaded up against others, sometimes negativity loaded up against ourselves. We’re not that great at loving others. And we’re not even that great, sometimes, at loving ourselves. To let Christ teach us love is something else. With him, we can turn negativity around. Earlier in Ephesians, Paul had quite a lot to say about how there is far too much strife around, people competing, people tense, people setting themselves over against each other. That doesn’t help us. It doesn’t bring healing. But Christ teaching us love, that means Christ brings us peace, peace in our hearts.
So, be strong in love. However, I then need to say something else. If I say you must love – if it’s all commandment, as if someone is watching us and waiting for us to do it perfectly – it easily becomes a great burden on us. But this teaching is to soothe our hearts, so it’s hardly helpful if all it does brings a new point of stress – are you being loving enough? So there’s a second thing, the second part of Paul’s prayer for strength. Not only does he pray, be strong by learning from the Spirit, from Christ, how to love, but also find strength by his love holding us; by God’s love enfolding us, and there for us when we are at our lowest ebb, there for us when we are so alone. Know the strength, he writes here, by knowing the breadth, the length, the height, the depth of Christ’s love, though it is beyond knowledge. In the Old Testament, in the book of Job – a book about someone who suffered very much – there’s a clue to what this is about. Breadth, in Job ch.11, talks about the expanse of the seas. You can journey far far away, but still God’s love will be reaching out to hold you. Or length, well that might be to suggest our length of days, our constant need to learn more, to deepen our understanding of the gift of life. As long as we live, God’s love will hold us. Height, well that talks about heaven, love that lasts beyond death; we shall not be lost to God after we have died. Depth, well that talks about dying, about the darkness and the pain and the silence. And still God’s love is sure. Grasp that; know it, though it cannot be fully known, and you are discovering that God has everything to give you.
Strength will come from what we can do (allowing our inner selves to be changed), and also it comes from who God is, and our being soaked in that. Prayer and love, prayer and strength are deeply entwined. This is what Church is: God working is us to do immeasurably more than all we can ask or imagine. To Him be the glory for ever.


